Office of the Engineer-in-Chief, Administration Wing, Telangana, Jalasoudha, Errum Manzil, Hyderabad.

Circular Memo. No. RC.ENC(AW)/E1/15081738/2015, Dt. 06-10-2015

Sub:- Estt – I & CAD Deptt- AP Re-Organization Act 2014- Telangana Class-IV Employees Central Association – Requesting to accommodate employees in LGS belong to Telangana and tentatively allocated to A.P., in Telangana in the exiting vacancies in the offices situated at Hyderabad- Vacancy position called for-Reg.


***

The attention of the circle/ Unit officers are invited to the reference cited wherein the Government has forwarded the representation of the president, Telangana class-IV Employees central Association.

The president, Telangana class-IV Employees central Association in representation dt: 11.08.2015, requested to accommodate employees in Louver Grade Service belong to Telangana as per their nativity and tentatively allocated to Andhra Pradesh by the Advisory committee, in Telangana state in the existing vacancies in the local office situated at Hyd.

In view of the above the Circle/ Unit officers located at Hyderabad are hereby requested to furnish the vacancy position in the cadre of office subordinate, Watchman and Sweeper in the local offices (other than the common offices coming under the seniority of ENC (IW) ) situated at Hyderabad, immediately for sending a report to Government.

This shall be treated as most urgent.

J. Vijaya Prakash
Engineer-in-Chief(AW)

To,

The Circle/Unit Officers located in Hyderabad.
Copy to the Superintendent B/Section for information.
Copy to the Engineer-in-Chief(AW) Computer Wing to place the Memo with enclosures, in the Irrigation & CAD Website.
Copy to Computer Section for information.
Copy to file.

[Signature]